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 In 1973, psychologist Kenneth Gergen conducted a bold social psychology 

experiment that would have a snowball’s chance in hell of passing muster with a 

contemporary ethics committee (Gergen, Gergen & Barton, 1973). Gergen wanted to 

know what people did under conditions of extreme anonymity. To find out, he 

constructed an experiment whereby 4 men and 4 women entered a small, padded room, 

one at a time.  The participants did not know each other before the experiment and were 

kept in isolation prior to entering the room. Once the participants entered the room, they 

were free to do whatever they liked.  There were no instructions and no rules. At the end 

of the experiment, the participants left the room one at a time without learning each 

others’ identities. What makes the experiment so interesting was that the room, itself, was 

pitch dark, providing the participants complete anonymity.   

The results were astonishing, to say the least. Approximately 90% of the subjects 

intentionally touched someone else. A third of the subjects began kissing one another. 

Overall, 80% of the men and women reported feelings of sexual excitement. With their 

anonymity ensured by the veil of darkness, the participants expressed behaviors free of 

the shackles of social constraints. In their book, A Billion Wicked Thoughts: What the 

World’s Largest Experiment Reveals About Human Desire, Ogi Ogas and Sai Gaddam 

use Gergen’s darkened room as a metaphor for the Internet. As the authors state, the 

Internet is a much larger version of the Gergen experiment, ensuring anonymity for 

billions of individuals and freeing them to act upon their sexual desires unbound by social 

judgment. In effect, “[b]illions of people around the planet are free to satisfy their most 

secret erotic desires …while remaining hidden and anonymous within the Internet’s 

virtual darkness” (p. 9).   
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The author’s of A Billion Wicked Thoughts tap the Internet’s vast information stores 

to unearth expressions of male and female mating psychology, which remain unfiltered 

by social expectations. To do so, they use Dogpile.com, a search “meta-engine” that 

combines search results from Google, Yahoo!, Bing, and other major search engines. The 

authors analyzed approximately 52 million different sexual searches between 2009 and 

2010. These searches were performed by approximately 2 million people. Two thirds of 

the searches were from individuals residing in the US, while the rest were comprised of 

residents from India, Nigeria, Canada, and the UK.  Analyses of internet sexual searches 

are, in the words of the authors, “…an unparalleled gold mine…” (p. 16), but one that has 

been relatively under-utilized by sex researchers.  

The authors found that 35 different sexual interests (e.g., youth, black, group sex, 

fellatio) account for 90% of all sexual searches. Thus, while there remains diversity in 

sexual interests, human desires seem to cluster together into a relatively small set. As 

Ogas and Gaddam state, “When it comes to our kinks, we all have a lot more in common 

than you might think” (p. 18). Research demonstrates that most sexual searches are 

performed by men (Cooper & Månsson, Daneback, Tikkanen, & Ross, 2003) and, as 

such, it might be more precise to say that the sexualities of men have a lot more in 

common then you might think. Some of what the author’s uncover from their analyses of 

internet searches is exactly what we would expect based on research results derived from 

evolutionary psychology--men like films of graphic sex, women prefer stories that 

emphasize feelings and romance. Therefore, what, if anything, does an analysis of 

Internet searches bring to the table in terms of the study of human sexuality that might be 

considered unique? 
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Perhaps more than anything else, we were both struck by the number, and frequency, 

of searches that are counter-intuitive to the standard evolutionary psychology framework. 

For example, the #1 search term entered in into the popular adult content website, 

Pornhub, is “Mom.” As the authors point out, this likely reflects the popularity of the 

pornography genre MILF (“Mothers I’d Like to Fuck”--think Courtney Cox in the 

television show Cougar Town). The popularity of MILF pornography does not appear to 

be restricted to “perverse” Western societies. For example, Savita Bhabi is a popular 

erotic Indian comic that follows the sexual escapades of the “auntie” Savita. Additionally, 

the fourth most popular sexual search term identified was “cheating wives.” Pornographic 

sites that cater to this interest-group typically depict a wife/girlfriend ecstatically 

extolling the superior sexual skills and endowment of the cuckolder, while the 

husband/boyfriend watches from the sidelines with looks of frustration and dismay on his 

face. Almost no academic research has been done investigating sexual preferences for 

MILFs or “cheating wives” (although research by Pound [2002] provides intriguing clues 

regarding the latter). Ogas and Gaddam’s unexpected results underscore the value of 

Internet searches as a window into sexual desires that have heretofore flown under the 

radar of sex researchers.   

Conversely, evolutionary psychologists have spilled an enormous amount of ink 

documenting heterosexual men’s preference for specific waist-to-hip ratios. Therefore, it 

is paradoxical that there are no websites or noteworthy numbers of searches dedicated to 

“hip” or “waist” categories. Likewise, mapping out the details of female mate preferences 

is an exercise that has garnered much research effort from evolutionary psychologists. 

Essentially, the bulk of research has aimed at determining how women answer the 
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question: Who is Mr. Right (or sometimes, who is Mr. Right Now)? Yet, as Ogas & 

Gaddam point out, there are a large number of women who are aroused by 

erotic/romantic stories in which female protagonists are nowhere to be found. These 

erotic/romantic stories feature two males and often take the form of internet-based fan 

fiction known as slash (Salmon & Symons, 2003). Once again, this unexpected interest 

on the part of women does not appear to be confined to Western cultures as a vast female 

audience exists for such stories in Japan (McLelland, 2000). 

Women readers of A Billion Wicked Thoughts might gain a greater understanding of 

why certain types of sexual stimuli, such as bukkake
1
 porn, are sexual nirvana for many 

men. When presented with these types of interests, many women are left in a state of 

disbelief or squickiness--a term Ogas & Gaddam use in reference to sexual disgust. On 

the other hand, men stand to gain greater insight into why so many women are drawn to 

reading paranormal romance novels like Twilight, featuring leading men who also happen 

be to vampires or werewolves. Men themselves might find these types of stories 

contrived or tedious. As Ogas & Gaddam conjecture convincingly, bukkake porn and 

paranormal romance novels each combine multiple erotic cues into a highly desirable 

smorgasbord of sexual stimuli (or in their words, erotic illusions) that, respectively, make 

male and female brains swoon with pleasure.  

Ogas & Gaddam’s arguments concerning the existence of supernormal sexual/erotic 

stimuli provide compelling explanations for why the average man is aroused by bukkake 

porn and the average woman is bewitched by paranormal romance novels. However, 

some other examples they provide seem like clunky fits within this explanatory 

                                                         
1 Bukkake porn depicts multiple men simultaneously ejaculating on one woman’s 
(or one man’s) face or body. 
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framework. For example, the authors claim that the she-males
2
 provide multiple sexual 

cues (e.g., female anatomy cues in the form of breasts and a curvy figure, in addition to 

sperm competition cues in the form of another penis), which combine to create a super-

arousing sexual illusion for a mainly heterosexual male audience. However, research 

suggests that men who are sexually interested in she-males have an erotic interest 

(gynandromorphophilia) that is quite distinct from that of your run-of-the-mill 

heterosexual male (Blanchard & Collins, 1993). If arousal to she-males is contingent 

upon their embodiment of multiple male and female sexual cues, why are she-male 

aficionados not turned-on by porn featuring Buck Angel, a transsexual man porn star with 

muscular, tattooed biceps, a bald head, a beard and a vagina?  When it comes to sexual 

arousal, why do some cues of female anatomy count for she-male fans (e.g., breasts), 

while others do not (e.g., vagina)?  Moreover, why do some male body parts, such as the 

penis, count as cues for sperm-competition, whereas others, such as the muscular torso of 

the hulking alpha-male Buck Angel, do not?  

It might not be immediately apparent to some readers that Ogas & Gaddam’s analysis 

of internet searches has some significant limitations. First of all, the searches that Ogas & 

Gaddam analyze are anonymous. Consequently, biographic information about the 

individuals performing the search is non-existent.  Indeed, we can’t even be entirely sure 

about the sex of the individual performing the search, nor can we be certain if the search 

is being conducted by an actual person (automated searching by computer programs is 

often used to artificially alter the “popularity” of certain sites or search terms). The up-

                                                         
2 She-male is a slang term frequently used within the adult entertainment industry 
in reference to a transsexual women, who has been treated with hormones so that 
she possesses breasts and a female figure, but still possess a penis, as well.   
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shot of all this is that it is difficult to assess just how representative the data are. 

Furthermore, whether these searches reflect genuine sexual interest in topics like she-

male pornography, as opposed to simple curiosity, cannot be gleaned from this type of 

research.  In addition, it’s possible that rare interests are over-represented in searches 

because they are not immediately evident on popular adult sites and, therefore, require 

the use of a search engine to locate. 

The authors of A Billion Wicked Thoughts employ metaphors adeptly throughout their 

book. For example, they use taste cues (e.g., sweet, sour, bitter) as a metaphor to explain 

how sexual interests might be organized and develop. Paranormal romance novels are 

described as “…the cream cheese sushi of the female sexual brain” (p. 223). For males,  

“cumshot” compilations are described as being “…like getting the Uno’s appetizer 

sampler.  You get a collection of highly cravable bite-size morsels you can pop into your 

mouth, one after another…” (p. 229). The use of metaphors in this manner greatly 

facilitates the reader’s understanding of, and engagement with, what could otherwise be 

arcane information. We suspect that many university students would be pleased to see A 

Billion Wicked Thoughts on the required reading list for one of their human sexuality 

courses given Ogas and Gaddam’s ability to present inherently interesting, but sometimes 

complex information in an entertaining and accessible manner. In sum, many of the 

Billion Wicked Thoughts that Ogas & Goddam unearth from their Internet analyses depart 

radically from our standard script for human mating psychology. These counter-intuitive 

insights into the sexual psyche of our species deserve greater consideration by sex 

researchers and should be taken as a starting-point for empirical investigation into some 

of the more covert elements of human sexual desire.  
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